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“Back to Basics” 

Text: Acts 2:42-47 

 

There is an old story about two shoe salesmen who came to Indiana in the early 1800’s.  They 

wanted to expand their sales so they came through Indiana ready to stake out their territory.  The 

first shoe salesmen began to call on the log cabins and small settlements only to find that 

Hoosiers were all barefoot.  He sent a message back to headquarters saying, “I give up, it’s no 

use.  These people don’t wear shoes.” 

 

Unaware of this, the second shoe salesman showed up and discovered the same reality.  Hoosiers 

were all walking around barefoot.  He likewise sent a message back to headquarters saying, “I’m 

going to need more shoes quick!  This place is a bonanza.  Nobody has shoes yet!”  

 

One might say that it is all a matter of perspective.  The facts were correct for both salesmen, but 

one saw opportunity and the other saw, pardon the pun, defeat.  We might view our current 

situation from the same perspectives.  This is not what any of us anticipated or intended.  These 

are challenging times, but the question is, how do we view this time?  Might it be a time filled 

with opportunity? 

 

I was talking with a friend and colleague recently.  When asked about their church’s activities 

and plans, he indicated that they were trying not to overplan.  With so many contingencies and 

uncertainties, they could spend their energy focusing on all the potentials of what might be.  

Instead, he noted, they were just trying to focus on the basics of connecting with one another.  In 

a time in which so much has changed, this is a chance to pay attention to the little things that 

matter and do those well.     

 

One of the phone calls I made this week was to a longtime member.  She was doing well and she 

wanted to ask about other folks.  At one point in the conversation there was a silent pause and 

she said, “I miss my church.”  But given all that she had said, I don’t think she was referring to 

the beautiful stained glass windows or the banners that hang behind our altar or the intimacy of 

the chapel.  When she said that she missed her church, I think she was referring to the people.  In 

her mind, she was thinking of the people she knew and loved and proclaiming that she missed 

them.   

 

You have likely seen the images that say “The church is not closed.  It has just left the building.”  

In these times, we are remembering that the church is not the building, it is the people, 

worshipping and working and serving together.   

 



Again, it is all about perspective.  Have we cancelled church or has church taken on a new 

ministry?  Is this a time of hopefulness or is it a time of lost opportunities?  Our reactions will 

determine the answers to these questions. 

 

From a personal standpoint, as unfortunate as these circumstances are, I am trying to make this a 

time of a new beginning, a fresh start.  When the weather has been nice, we have been taking 

some long walks through our community.  These are opportunities for Diane and I to talk about 

the news of the day, our concerns for others or whatever may be on our mind.  It can also be a 

time for silence together, just walking quietly with no particular agenda.  I have to say that I hope 

that when this time passes, we will continue these walks and cherish the gifts they provide. 

 

I know that others of you have found ways to make the most of this time.  I have heard folks talk 

about conversations with their family members, near and far, and how much that has meant.  We 

have rediscovered how much we need one another, how important family is and this has become 

a time to strengthen those connections. 

 

There will be a time to ask what we have learned in this time and how our lives will be different. 

But the immediate question is about what we are learning in real time.  What are the things that 

we are re-discovering?  What simple lessons are we re-learning today and how do we continue to 

practice these values in our daily lives?  I think my friend and colleague is right.  Focus on the 

basics.  Spend time connecting and re-connecting with loved ones.  Reach out to your family 

members, your neighbors.  We can do this while maintaining the social distancing.  A phone call, 

an email, a letter or card can be just what the doctor ordered in this time. 

 

Reflecting upon what we have done with this time needs to be tempered with a bit of grace.  We 

might have had the best of intentions for what we might do with this time.  This was to be the 

time we would write that great American novel.  Or maybe you were going to persevere through 

the complete works of Leo Tolstoy.  We picked up the needle and thread with the intent of 

creating that beautiful patchwork print.  And now, after more than a month, we page for our 

novel is blank, the writings of Tolstoy are collecting dust and those quilting patterns are stacked 

by the chair. 

 

When we ask what we have learned and what we have accomplished during this time, sometimes 

the best answer is to say that we got out of bed, read the newspaper or worked the crossword 

puzzle, ate some lunch, sat on the back porch, called a friend and kept our sanity.  That may be a 

lot to ask on a difficult day.  Be good to yourself and set realistic goals. 

 

When I read the brief scripture from the early church today, I was struck that their focus was on 

doing a couple of things and doing them well.  In their early days, the church gathered not to 

plan a big festival or to start the blueprints for a grand cathedral.  Their goals were modest, but 

important.  They focused on the basics.  I would put these things into four categories. 

 

The first thing they did was devote themselves to the teaching of the apostles.  They continued to 

learn and grow.  They asked questions, studied and read.  They shared insights with one another 

and together they grew in faith.   

 



The second thing they did was gather for fellowship.  This was important in the building of a 

community of faith.  We often overlook the importance of things like coffee time and informal 

gatherings, but these are a vital part of a strong community of faith.  The potluck meal becomes a 

sacred gathering that brings God’s people together.  The early church found it important enough 

to say that they gathered for fellowship with one another. 

 

The third thing they did was worship.  They gathered for the breaking of the bread and prayers.  

There was something deeply meaningful about gathering together for worship.  I may be making 

too much of this, but it strikes me that they didn’t gather to argue about what type of bread was 

best for the sacrament or whether it would be appropriate for future generations to celebrate this 

meal online.  They just met and prayed and shared a meal.  And that was enough. 

 

And finally, the scriptures say that they held all things in common and that if one person had a 

need, they shared from their own abundance to help any in need.  Their lives were inextricably 

linked.  If one person was hurting, they whole community felt it.  If one person had reason to 

rejoice, they all experienced that joy.  In the deepest sense, they became a community built on 

deep empathy for one another and the desire to care for all in need.   

 

These were the basics practiced by the early church.  They sought to deepen their faith through 

study, they gathered for fellowship and to strengthen that community, they joined their hearts 

together in worship and prayer, and they actively sought to care for one another and serve one 

another.  It was that simple.  These were the humble beginnings of the church.   

 

Reading those words I was reminded of a little book I found several years ago.  It is a collection 

of sermons preached in the Dachau Concentration camp.  Written by the theologian Martin 

Niemoller, the introduction explains that a small group of people, from various faith traditions, 

were given permission to meet monthly for brief worship services.  Cell 34 had a table that 

served as an altar, candles and a crucifix.  It was in that cell that nine people gathered to read 

scripture, pray together, share communion and care for one another.  They couldn’t do much, but 

this became something to look forward to, something that kept the going through the difficult 

times.   

 

What we can do is practice the basics of our faith together.  We can gather for worship as we are 

doing this morning.  Though we are not physically in the same space, we are united together as 

the people of God.  When we pray, there is someone praying along with us.  When we sing the 

hymn, there are people around the world joining in.  When we share the peace, that peace is 

going out around the world.  And in that quiet meal, we are reminded that we are not alone.  In 

the bread and cup, God meets us and brings us together around a common table. 

 

Throughout the week, we reach out in fellowship to one another.  These can be very lonely 

times.  We miss the human interaction.  But while we cannot get together right now, this should 

not impede our ability to connect with one another.  Who sits near you in church?  Could you 

give them a call this week and tell them you were thinking of them?  Who do you see in the 

Fellowship time?  Reach out to them and say hello?  It is all about perspective.  Rather than 

viewing this as a time when we miss one another, it can be a time to reach out to someone and let 

them know that you miss them and care for them. 



 

As for learning together, I want to applaud your efforts to connect with the church online.  This 

has meant learning lots of new skills.  Some of you have learned to navigate facebook and 

webpages and discovered online resources like zoom.  It can be intimidating and even 

frustrating.  But so far, none of us have broken the internet and we continue to learn new things.  

I am grateful for your dedication in these matters. 

 

We are also looking at some ways to expand our study opportunities.  Bible studies and book 

studies, prayer groups and confirmation classes.  We will be rolling these out in the coming 

weeks to continue to find ways to learn together. 

 

The final basic task is that of deeply caring for one another.  I recall a story by Fred Craddock 

about a church that had an endowment to help people in need.  But every time a need was 

brought to them they heard the request and voted about whether to help or not.  Time after time 

they denied the requests saying that they needed to hold onto the money for a rainy day.  

Craddock speculated that they probably still had all those funds to this day. 

 

That has not been the case for First UMC.  You may recall that one the Martin Luther King, Jr. 

holiday we held our service day called First Cares.  We packaged ready to eat, nutritious meals 

that we could share with those in need.  The rainy day has arrived.  The need is here.  And we 

have been sharing those meals, reaching out locally and even offering them to nearby 

communities.   

 

Folks are hurting.  People are scared.  They are worried.  Now is the time for the church to 

respond with generosity.  We have the capacity to help one another and it is inspiring to see that 

in action. 

 

The early church gathered to practice the basics of their faith.  Fellowship, learning, worship and 

service.  These are within our grasp as well today.  Though our means may have changed, our 

ability has not.  May God guide us in our ministry and service and bless the work we have done. 


